Two-chambers soft actuator bending and rotational properties for underwater application
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a study on bending and rotational properties of two-chambers soft actuator for underwater application. Previous study demonstrated the actuator characteristics required to optimize the bending performance and its potential to perform underwater because of the actuator material. However, there is less study of the actuator performance underwater as well as how the actuator tips rotating during actuator bending motion. In this paper, three tests have been proposed which are comparisons of bending angle simulation and experiment in air environment, bending angle performance in air and underwater environment as well as rotational angle of actuator tip in air environment. The bending angle of soft actuator is measured based on displacement in horizontal and vertical axis and for rotational angle, gyro sensor has been used. Based on the analysis, it is proven that the fabricated soft actuator performs almost similar trend to the simulation. It is also demonstrated that the actuator performs almost double bending motion underwater environment compared to in air environment at the same pressure, and the actuator is able to rotate 90º in air environment with the supplied pressure 52 kPa.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, many underwater technologies have been developed to help humans maneuver underwater. Some researcher implemented biomimicry technique to generate thrust and produce high maneuvering such as “Thunniform swimmers” and “Humpback whale fins” [1]. They are using various kind of actuation technologies including electrical motor [2-4], shape memory alloy (SMA) [5], piezoelectric [6], Ionic Polymer-Metal Composite (IPMC) [7] and microelectromechanical system (MEMS) [8]. In producing a flexible movement such as Manta’s wings [9], starfish robot [10] and Black Ghost Knife Fish’s fin [11], soft actuator technology is selected to be used because of its high flexibility, simple structure, water resistance, high compliance and light weight [12]. Based on those advantages, soft actuator is predicted to have a great potential to be used in marine engineering technology as an alternative propulsion system for marine transportation in future.

The soft actuator technology is made from elastic material such as rubber and it is categorized into two types which are fiber reinforced and fiberless reinforced [13, 14]. It was first initiated by HF Schulte in 1960s by proposing Mckibben muscle [15]. Schulte [15] focused his study on the effect of braided pattern

around the McKibben muscle towards actuator movement when pressurized, either it performed contraction, extension, or stiffness change. The studied was further continued by many researchers to improve the mechanism and performance of soft actuator. Latest design of the soft McKibben actuator used thin structured [16-18] and the innovation in its fabrication technique improved time taken to complete an actuator fabrication in less than hour. This technique introduced a method to use ready-made silicone tube and knitting fiber, then sealed them with caps at both ends of the actuator [19]. In bending characteristic operation, some investigators had proposed multiple chambers for bending in high degree of freedom [20], while others suggested new design and new braiding techniques such as Bellow structure [21-23] and combining different pattern fiber weave [24]. All the proposed methods and approaches have its advantages and limitation depending on the application needed. For example, in Bellow structure, the actuator required small amount of supplied pressure compared to other design and it could be flapping in right and left direction by supplied positive pressure and negative pressure [25]. However, the load that it could withstand is low. The different pattern fiber weave in soft actuator developed by Faudzi et al. [26] as mentioned earlier improved the technique in bending motion without the need of two or more actuators as done by Suzumori et al. [27]. But the different pattern fiber weave actuator has limitation as it could bend to one direction in a single degree of freedom. Multiple chambers in the other hand has proven great number degree of freedom, but its molding and fabrication process become more complex.

Although many inventions in soft actuator design and application recently, there are more studies on two-chambers soft actuator has been unnoticed. Latest study in two-chambers soft actuator has been advancing on optimal bending characteristic design and application in robotic [12]. The two chambers soft actuator has great potential to be explored in flapping application because of its advantage to bend symmetrically in right and left direction [12], and its body made from elastic and waterproof material make it suitable for underwater usage. Thus this paper presents the continuation study on two chambers soft actuator by comparing its bending performance in air and water environment as well as actuator’s rotational performance as supplied pressure increased. The two-chambers bending actuator is simulated initially in finite element software and its performance is then validated experimentally. This characteristic studies of two chambers soft actuator bending performance in air environment and underwater as well as its tips rotational performance are needed for future application in robotic that using flapping motion underwater such as bionic robotic fin or safe actuation propeller for a boat.

2. METHODOLOGY

The methodology of two chambers soft actuator bending and rotational properties started by designing and simulating two-chambers soft actuator in finite element analysis software. After the simulation study has been completed, the mold will be prepared and then the actuator will be fabricated. Once the actuator is ready, the testing for bending performance in air environment and water environment as well as tip rotation will be conducted by supplying pneumatic pressure inside the actuator’s chamber. The supplied pressure will be increased by 5 kPa up to 75 kPa and the results of actuator bending and tip rotation will be computed. Then, the bending results in air environment and water environment will be compared.

The structural design of two-chambers soft actuator consists of a cylindrical rubber tube with two holes inside it as chambers, and reinforced with the fiber around its cylindrical body. Then, one end of the chambers is closed to ensure the supplied pressure enclosed in the chamber. The actuator bending occurs as the pressure in chamber increased because the fiber limiting actuator expansion in axial direction. As a result, actuator bends to the opposite direction in which the air pressure is supplied. In designing cross section area of the actuator, several criteria such as large chamber surface area, ratio of separating wall to actuator thickness is 2.5, fiber location in the middle of actuator thickness, stiff fiber material and soft rubber material [12], need to be considered as these would be affecting the bending performance. The ratio of separating wall to actuator thickness is set to 2.5 because it has been proven to be the optimized design for two-chambers soft actuator bending performance as simulated and experimented by Suzumori et al. [9]. The cross sectional area of the actuator is illustrated as in Figure 1. We firstly set the actuator diameter and actuator length to 15.95 mm and 145 mm respectively. Then, we choose 3.625 mm and 1.45 mm values for separating wall thickness and actuator thickness respectively to ensure the ratio between them is 2.5. These values are chosen to have an optimized size of chamber surface area and possible to be fabricated with the current available technology. Rubber and fiber materials used in two-chambers soft actuator are room temperature vulcanization (RTV) and nylon with soft and stiff characteristics respectively. The rubber is made by RTV-3481 from Xiameter® with 1.7338 MPa Young Modulus and 0.49 Poisson’s ratio whereas the fiber is nylon type with 3000 kPa Young modulus and 0.3 Poisson’s ratio. The characteristics of actuator’s structure and its materials are simplified in Table 1 and Table 2.
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After the dimension and material for soft actuator are selected, the analysis is conducted in finite element simulation using MARC® software to predict its bending angle performance. MARC® has been chosen as simulation tool because it provides optimized solution for nonlinear analysis of static, dynamic and multi-physics condition which is suitable for soft actuator model. In MARC® software, 6376 elements have been created to form an actuator with the top part of the actuator is set to fix. Then, boundary condition is set to one of the actuator chambers with pressure of 0 kPa to 75 kPa. After that, any changes in horizontal and vertical displacement of actuator tip is computed for measurement of bending angle and any tip rotation in z-axis is measured as in Figure 2. In Figure 2, $\alpha$ represent the bending angle of the actuator after pressurized and $B$ represent the angle of tip rotation of the actuator.

In actuator fabrication process, the mold need to be ready first. Three sets of mold were prepared named inner mold, outer mold and two rods with holder using CAD software and they were fabricated using Roland CNC machine. Inner thickness is fabricated first using inner mold and two rods with holder were put in the middle of the mold to make chambers. Then, an amount of liquid rubber is poured into the mold. After the rubber hardened, the fiber is coiled around the inner thickness and then it is put into outer mold for finishing process. Again, another rubber with mixing curing agent is poured into the outer mold to make the outer thickness. Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrated the molds and the fabricated actuator.
In experimental analysis, three tests are conducted to investigate the performance of soft actuator. Initially, the simulation of bending angle actuator is validated with the fabricated actuator in air environment. Then, the same testing is repeated in water environment and the differences between them are compared. The experimental testing of both is important as it tells us how much pressure is needed for the actuator to bend in specific angle. Finally, the actuator tip rotational is measured to see the curling behavior of the actuator. This measurement is needed for certain applications for example in gripping purpose, it requires the actuator tip to at least rotate to 180º to touch the top of the actuator. Note that the rotation angle is not conducted in water environment as the gyro sensor is not suitable for non-water proofed condition.

For all experimental setup, one end of the actuator is fixed to an actuator holder and the pneumatic pressure is inserted into one of the actuator chamber through a small tube on its upper part. Then the pressure is inserted and increased by 5 kPa from 0 kPa to 75 kPa to produce bending motion. Next, the changes in bending angle and tip rotation angle are measured. The actuator setup for all tests and its final motion after being pressurized by pneumatic supply are illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the actuator being tested in air environment for bending motion whereas Figure 5(b) shows the actuator being tested underwater for bending motion. For bending angle measurement, Figure 2 is referred. From the figure, any changes of soft actuator tip are captured by using high resolution camera and the changes in horizontal and vertical displacement it is measured. After that, the bending equation are derived as in Equation (1) and Equation (2). In those equations, \( \alpha \) represents bending angle of the actuator, measured on actuator tip displacement in horizontal and vertical axes \([10]\). Displacement of actuator tip in horizontal and vertical axes are represented by \( x \) and \( y \), whereas values in \( z \)-axis is neglected because of very small reading observed. The \( y \) value is compared to 145 mm because of the height of the actuator. The same procedure is repeated for bending measurement in water environment and discussed in next section.

\[
\alpha = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{x}{145-y}\right), \text{ if } y \text{ is less than } 145 \text{ mm}
\]

\[
\alpha = 90 + \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{y-145}{x}\right), \text{ if } y \text{ is greater than } 145 \text{ mm}
\]
For rotation angle measurement, it is attained directly using MPU-6050 gyro sensor that displayed in Arduino® real time serial monitor. Gyro sensor is a useful device which able to sense any changes in 3-axis rotations, usually called yaw, pitch and roll. In our situation, we activated only the pitch rotation because the tip of the actuator is rotating in y-axis. As the pressure in actuator’s chamber increase, the actuator tip starts to rotate, caused the gyro sensor activated measurement of rotation rate around a particular axis: x, y and z. For rotational calculation, Figure 2 has been referred where the axis orientation, B can be derived by integrating the rate of rotation over time as in Equation (3). Figure 6 shows the rotational measurement using gyro sensor and its final motion after being pressurized with pneumatic supply.

\[
\text{Angle of y axis, } B = \int \text{Rate of rotation}
\]

Figure 5. (a) Bending angle measurement in air environment before and after pressurized (b) Bending angle measurement in water environment before and after pressurized

Figure 6. Actuator with gyro sensor before pressurized (left) and rotation angle measurement after pressurized (right)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The aims of this study are to analyze the performance of two-chambers soft actuator in air environment and underwater as well as its rotational characteristic. By having a comprehensive data on two-chambers soft actuator performance, the potential of actuator to be applied in modern technology would contribute benefits in future safe actuation motion underwater. In this study, the data collected are simulation of bending performance of the actuator as well as its experimental results. Both results are plotted in Figure 7(a) against pneumatic supplied pressure. The same actuator is then set underwater and the bending performance are plotted in Figure 7(b) against pneumatic supplied pressure. In Figure 7(c), the rotational tip of the actuator motion is recorded against pneumatic supplied pressure. The increment in pneumatic supplied pressure were set to 5 kPa for all experimental testing until the maximum 75 kPa pressure applied.
In Figure 7(a), both simulation and experiment results for the actuator bending angle in air environment increased as the supplied pressure increased. The trends are almost similar at low pressure supplied (below 25 kPa) and the difference bending reading occur at higher pressure supplied. The average bending angle difference between both graphs is from 5º to 8º for a condition of same supplied pressure in simulation and experiment. The difference represent error of 16% at supplied pressure 30 kPa and it reduced to 7% as the supplied pressure reached maximum 75 kPa. The low error in nonlinear material could be considered acceptable, thus validate the simulation model.

In Figure 7(b), the same experimental results of bending performance in air environment as in Figure 7(a) is compared to the experimental underwater. From observation, it shows that the actuator performs more bending in water environment at the same supplied pressure with the value of bending underwater almost double. For example, at the supplied pressure 20 kPa, the actuator bending angles underwater and air environment computed are 23.5º and 12.5º respectively. The double value difference in bending angle performance for both conditions is still the same even though the supplied pressure has been increased. For example, at supplied pressure 50 kPa, the bending angle underwater computed showed almost
double values compared to air environment with the values 80° and 41° respectively. The larger bending angle performance underwater occur because of pneumatic pressure inside the actuator chamber caused the buoyancy effect and make the actuator’s weight lighter. It could be concluded that the performance of actuator’s bending angle underwater almost double compared to the same actuator in air environment.

In Figure 7(c), the measurement of actuator tip rotation has been conducted. From observation, the rotation of soft actuator tip increase almost linear as the supplied air pressure increase. The actuator is able to rotate to 90° at 52 kPa supplied pressure and continue to rotate until maximum 150° as supplied pneumatic pressure approaches maximum 75 kPa. It is more interesting to know how much the supplied pressure required to obtain 90° rotation because this is the condition where the tip start to chance the orientation from vertical to horizontal. In robotics application, the introduction of camera at the actuator’s tip would benefit in controlling the camera visual field area.

4. CONCLUSION

The continuation study on two-chambers soft actuator has been conducted for bending performance in air and water comparison as well as tip rotation. Based on simulation and experiment study, the actuator shows almost similar bending performance in simulation and experiment with 78.5° bending angle at maximum 75 kPa supplied pressure. At the same amount of supplied pressure, the bending of soft actuator indicates almost double in underwater environment compared to in air environment due to the buoyancy effect. In tip rotation test, the actuator required 52 kPa to change the tip orientation from vertical to horizontal. Considering all the characteristics, two-chambers soft actuator has a great potential to be used in underwater application such as for marine propulsion system for example in search and rescue purpose of flood victim. It is also suggested to perform more testing such as force measurement and control system for two-chambers soft actuator before it would be implemented in real system.
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